
Dear Mr. President:

 We write as a governor of a state with a long history of innovation and success in 
the wind industry and a governor of a state poised for tremendous economic and energy 
benefits of offshore wind energy.  As the leaders of the Governors’ Wind & Solar Energy 
Coalition, a bipartisan group of the nation’s governors representing states from coast to 
coast, we agree that wind and solar energy development address many of our states’ and 
the nation’s important needs such as job creation, economic development, reliable and  
low cost energy, and cost-effective emission reductions.  We also agree that one of the  
best ways to meet the nation’s energy needs is to expand domestic wind and solar energy 
production and harvest their economic and environmental benefits.

 We write to you today to suggest actions that your Administration can take to 
expand our states’ wind and solar energy production.

   We appreciate your dedication to wind and solar energy development and your 
willingness to work with us and Congress to implement our previous suggestions, such  
as the multi-year extension of the renewable energy production and investment tax  
credits, support for DOE’s Wind Vision Report, and efforts to streamline offshore wind 
development and auction leases, and ongoing research and development activities that 
supplement the the private sector’s significant investments.  The Coalition’s collaboration 
with your Administration can bring even more value to our states if you consider the  
following actions to develop our states’ and the nation’s wind and solar resources:

•  Expedite the Deployment of Offshore Wind   

 Offshore wind is an abundant source of renewable energy located near some of  
our nation’s largest cities and areas of electricity demand, but the nation still has only  
one project under construction off the coast of Rhode Island that recently completed  
construction and will be placed in service later this year.  Europe currently has 11 GW  
of offshore wind installed.  A new U.S. offshore wind sector could create thousands of  
jobs in businesses ranging from R&D and engineering to manufacturing and marine  
construction.  
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 The states’ offshore wind industry will not grow without a policy foundation  
that enables deep water wind development and signals that the nation is serious about off-
shore development.  Indeed, not a single offshore wind facility in the U.S. has yet become 
operational and, therefore, been able to take advantage of the existing tax incentive.  We 
appreciate the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management’s (BOEM) efforts to streamline the 
leasing and permitting process and suggest that the following additional steps be taken:

 First, we are concerned about the recently finalized Atlantic Coast Port Access 
Route Study (ACPARS) from the Coast Guard.  It is not clear that the approaches detailed 
in ACPARS properly balance the multiple uses of the ocean.  We urge your Administra-
tion to find a pathway between the Coast Guard and BOEM that allows for the offshore 
wind industry to move forward and that includes robust collaboration with the states.

 Second, we urge your Administration to further streamline the offshore wind  
energy permitting process, including improving the coordination with and timeliness of  
responses from agencies outside of BOEM that are involved in the review of offshore  
wind projects.  Reasonable deadlines for agency actions need to be set and met.  

•  Improve Permitting Collaboration Efforts

 It is very difficult to permit wind and solar projects on public lands, as evidenced 
by the fact that more than 98 percent of the currently installed wind energy capacity is 
on private lands.  We are also concerned that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) is 
adding uncertainty and unnecessary delays in permitting, which can impact projects in 
developing and operating facilities on both on public and private lands.  To help address 
these issues, we urge your Administration to:

 First, ensure that the FWS does not broaden legal liability for the private sector 
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), including wind and solar facilities, without 
having a workable general permit process to provide protection from the liability. 

   Second, the FWS recent release of draft revisions to the 2009 eagle take permit  
rule released earlier this year included several improvements represent progress toward 
a more workable permit program.  But additional changes are necessary.  We urge the 
Administration to continue working with the wind and solar industries, conservation 
groups, states and other stakeholders to ensure the final rule is workable while continuing 
to protect eagles.    

 Third, BLM will soon release a proposed rule that would change the existing  
right-of-way grant and rental fee process for wind and solar development into a compet-
itive leasing process.  While we understand the motivation to move in this direction, we 
urge your Administration to address the many concerns raised by the private sector that 
could limit wind and solar development on public lands.



 We believe these steps will further advance the development of the nation’s  
wind and solar energy resources.  We look forward to working with you and your  
Administration to further our states’ and the nation’s renewable energy development. 

Sincerely,

Terry E. Branstad Gina M. Raimondo 
Chairman and Vice Chairman and 
Governor of Iowa Governor of Rhode Island
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